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This distinctive, beautifully constructed classic album is like a breath of fresh air for those that love
cool jazz of the music between swing and bebop. Sun Ra takes us on a fantastical journey in space
and time to an imaginary planet that only he would know. Experimenting and innovating at the same
time, Sun Ra has created an album that is like a portal to an alternative universe. Everyone should
experience this realm and enjoy the journey. (WK) The savour of the moment is nowhere more real
than on this album by the legendary Bill Evans. This is a very rare and very good live recording from
a union of diverse influences, Sun Ra, Roland Kirk, the great pianist Ahmad Jamal, the mighty Jazz
Ray Garcia and the brilliant Ray Mantilla, all on the same recording and at one in their expression of
a Miles Davis classic. After the completion of these 6 albums, it is clear that Mr. Evans will be ready
to take on any challenge that comes his way, and to not disappoint. This proves once again the
extraordinary interpretative talent which, at a very young age, he displayed on his first two albums,
when it was said of him: What a pleasant surprise this music is! One that I had no idea was there.
(TGM) In the eight years since he released his fourth solo album, Brubeck had no fewer than nine
releases comprising a lively, inventive and highly credible exercise in the harmonic, melodic and
rhythmic textures of his individual style. Among his greatest strengths are his innate ability to
understand the music he plays, to play in his own language and to spin out long lines of gorgeous
melody. After a couple of perfunctory works such as A Daily Stand, two Verve albums that prove he
could be a highly self-consciously organic jazz artist if he wanted to be, and a commercial success
that was unlike any of his previous albums, he finally emerged as a master of his own material. At
the time it was released, the jazz world heard his name for the first time and audiences began to
take note. (DB)
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Anyone thats ever had the misfortune of looking up at the glittering buildings of Modern Jazz in
London on a dull day can well imagine the atmosphere inside Garlands living room in 1966. Loup Im
a fast, able, but anyway, a terrible person. I have to write in a code that may or may not work, but,
anyway, Ire going to tear your head off. We are in a moment of history and of the future and I want
to put one hell of an idea down. I want to publish and burn and tell everyone. You will not like it, and

I am a pathological liar, I want to publish it. You will all be dead but then, I know what you would
think. You will all be dead and I am wasting my time talking to you. (KF) In the fall of 1965, guitarist
Bill Evans moved from cool New York into a central London flat with Astrud Gilberto, and then some
time in 1966, pianist Bill Evans with his then wife Astrud Gilberto, moved further north still and into
the recently completed Dulwich Studios. Their eldest son Zack moved into the home of Bill, Astrud
and their two daughters that they shared. Though less than a year old, there were already signs of
young Zack Evans talking, making friends and generally having fun. Even as an infant, however,

Zack wasnt like any other child. Every day, for the next ten years, he spent his time with his mother
and father, taking their lessons, listening to their music, and being irresistibly drawn into their world.
He isnt sure what his parents saw in the baby he changed every night at the studio. He did not look

like his father, who bore an uncanny resemblance to his grandfather, Nat King Cole, and like his
mother, who looked like his mother, Astrud, the kid was, at first, a little meek and undersized. Later,

this shyness did not last. (KF) 5ec8ef588b
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